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Norman,  Helen and Alex sit  behind a  table,  as  they’ve done many,  many times before.
Before them, twentysomething hopeful Fred gives it his best shot with an a capella version
of  the  Everly  Brothers’  “All  I  Have To Do Is  Dream” that  is  definitely  very  Dorothy-
friendly. Norman, who makes Simon Cowell look like a teddy bear, has latched onto Fred’s
“challenges”  in  the  upper  register  − or  is  it  his  sexuality?  − as  the three  judges decide
whether to move Fred forward in their American Idol-like television singing competition.
Milquetoast composer Alex, fifties, is a “yes,” but Norman is just as sure a “no.” It’s obvious
the two don’t like each other, with Norman throwing Alex’s opera about the love between a
volleyball player and his volleyball in the older judge’s face, and Alex firing back with his
take on Norman’s old band, The Steel Testicles. That leaves it up to thirtysomething diva
Helen, who tells Fred that he radiates perfection, then abruptly votes no. Fred is out.
Fred begs for one more chance, mentioning that if he makes it to the contestant-judge duet
round he’d like to sing with Norman. But Norman’s “only way you’re gonna sing with me is
over my dead body” cruelty knows no bounds, as he launches into a nonstop tirade of insults
in which he compares Fred to everything from an “empty cake box” to a “fart at a funeral.”
Done entertaining himself,  Norman tells Fred to get  out,  but  now it’s Fred’s turn to be
entertained − with the gun he pulls from his pants.
So jaded is Norman that he doesn’t even believe the gun is real − it’s not the first “gun”
they’ve seen in their many seasons on the show. But it  gradually becomes apparent that
Fred’s gun is very real − and he wants to sing another song, an old song, practically hidden
away: Norman’s song. And suddenly we realize that Fred’s arrival isn’t such an accident. He
and Norman have history. Family history. Funny how it doesn’t seem to warm Norman’s
heart  any,  and  maybe  even  a  little  more  funny  that  Alex  has  apparently  been  lending
Norman’s ex “a shoulder to cry on.” Intrigue aside, when Helen switches her vote to “yes,”
it seems like Fred will be in − despite Norman’s reminder that it won’t exactly be on his own
merits − but in a maddening three-card monte, the votes again align against him. He may
have the gun, but they seem to be the ones toying with him as they dash his hopes once
more. It makes for great television, and since they assume it’s all being recorded for later,
why not? It’s all about training the monkey to jump for the banana.
But this time it’s Fred’s turn to play puppet master. One by one, he forces them at gunpoint
to perform, and then he and their two colleagues vote. The room is becoming more dog-
eatdog by the moment − or is that monkey-eat-banana? − and all the while, Norman keeps
calling for Mustafa, their missing producer, who should be making this all go away before it
gets out of hand. Norman and Helen pull through, but Alex isn’t so lucky. What happens to
the losers when one of your judges has a gun? And what if it’s been playing live all along?
The shocking ending will give Fred the duet he’s always wanted in a way too horrifying to
imagine… but it will make for excellent television.

The characters:  FRED in his  twenties,  NORMAN in his  forties,  HELEN in her thirties,
ALEX in his forties.



NORMAN (to Fred): You’ve got one “yes” and two “no”-s. Goodbye.
FRED: But —
NORMAN: Goodbye.
FRED: Can I —
NORMAN: No.
FRED (to Helen): If you liked it, why did you vote ‘no’?
ALEX: Because that’s how life is, young friend. Cruel and unfair.
NORMAN (to Alex): You DO go boating together?
FRED: What?
NORMAN (to Fred): He called you a young friend.
ALEX: I call everybody a young friend.
NORMAN: No, you don’t.
ALEX: Of course, I do.
NORMAN: You don’t call Mustafa a young friend.
(Beat.)
NORMAN (to Fred): Still here?
FRED: Can I try another song?
NORMAN: You’ve got two ‘no’-s. Goodbye.
FRED: Maybe you’ll like the other song better?
NORMAN: We won’t.
FRED: I’m prepared to do anything —
NORMAN: Prepared to do anything?
FRED: Anything.
NORMAN: Not that kind of guy. Sorry.
FRED: I’m begging you. Only one minute. Please!
(Norman makes a show of drinking his water, then gives Fred a long look.)
NORMAN: On second thought… I think you’re exactly what we’re looking for.
FRED: Really?
NORMAN: Yeah.
FRED: Is this some kind of —
NORMAN: We all wanna watch you on TV.
FRED: Are you —
NORMAN: We all want to feel it. Experience the thrill. Nothing beats the sensation of…
like sitting in a restaurant, you know, tables on the sidewalk, fine weather, and you’ve just
finished the best meal in weeks, a juicy Chateaubriand you’re about to digest with a cigar.
And bam! – there it is! Right there, on the street, right in front of you. A car, a Kia, it hits
another  car.  And guess  what? The other car,  it’s  a Kia,  too.  It’s  tragic.  One car  hitting
another. Maybe someone got hurt. Maybe worse. Yet, it’s… it’s hilarious, man. The sound
of it. One plastic car hitting another. As if someone kicked an empty cake box.
(Beat. What the hell is he talking about?)
Okay. I’ll give you another example. Imagine a funeral. Everyone’s on their best behavior.
But something happens. Something funny. Someone farts. A cousin of the deceased. She
freakin’ farts, okay? Loud and clear, in the midst of all that grief and sacred silence. You
look at everybody else. Am I the only one, you know, dying to… laugh? Of course not.
Everybody  has  that  peculiar  look.  Struggling  to  hold  it  in.  It’s  the  best  feeling.  That
excruciating fight between you and yourself.



(Norman drinks some water.)
You’re exactly what we’re looking for. A Kia. An empty cake box. A fart at the funeral. A
six-year-old  with  freakin’  Down  syndrome  staring  at  the  mirror  and  thinking  he’s  an
exchange student from China. The kind of people it’s so wrong to laugh at. But when we do,
it’s… liberating.
(Norman takes another sip of water.)
Can you please leave now?
(Fred isn’t moving.)
NORMAN: Do you need me to rephrase that?
FRED: I’m staying.
(Fred pulls a gun from his pants, aims at Norman, Alex and Helen.)
NORMAN: Oh, wonderful!
FRED: What?
NORMAN: I’ll go throw up now.
(Norman stands up. Fred points the gun at him.)
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